Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis to Predict Endothelial Cells Migration During Flow Exposure Experiment With Placement of Two Stent Wires.
Stent deployment is currently used for many cardiovascular treatments. During its application, the presence of the stent inside the blood vessel will indeed cause some change in both flow environment and also vessel wall's cellular conditions. This research intends to learn about the flow phenomenon of how vessel wall endothelial cells (ECs) react to the presence of stent wires within a microfluidic flow chamber environment. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation analysis of the microfluidic flow chamber system has been performed for observing the hemodynamics phenomena in the chamber. Moreover, CFD method also can be beneficial as a planning step for a successful experimental study. We found that under the two wires configurations, high wall shear stress (WSS) area is developed on the downstream side of the wires. Based on the analysis of WSS and WSS gradients (WSSG) conditions, ECs morphological change and migration are likely to occur some specific area.